NAME

TRANSLATION

GENERIC

WIND / SPIRIT

GENERIC

BREATH OF LIFE

YUCATEC MAYA

IK'

WIND / BREATH

QUICHE MAYA

IQ'

STRONG WIND

MIXTEC

TACHI

WIND

NAHUATL (AZTEC)

EHECATL

WIND GOD

ZAPOTEC

LAA

LIGHTNING

GLYPHIC REPRESENTATION
GENERIC

source of Life dividing to branch off in opposite directions or reuniting at the source

MAYA

T-cross or Tau Cross as window/doorway/opening, mouth, Tree of Life (symbol translates as 'wind', 'breath', 'tree')

MAYA VARIANT

mouth (through which the Breath of Life and meaning of Life transit)

AZTEC

mask worn by Quetzalcoatl in his manifestion as Ehecatl, god of the wind

MIXTEC

mask worn by Quetzalcoatl in his manifestion as Ehecatl, god of the wind ?

ZAPOTEC

head of Cociyo (god of lightning/thunder/rain) as lightning

CORRESPONDENCE
DIRECTION

NORTH

ELEMENT

AIR

MORPHOTYPE

T shape / spiral

COLOR

translucent white

HARMONY

interval

NATURE

wind, turbulence / atmosphere / oxygen

ANIMAL, PLANT & MINERAL KINGDOM

tree / hummingbird

HUMAN PHYSICAL BODY

lungs and respiratory system [respiration] / throat and vocal apparatus [vocalization]

PLANETS & WESTERN ZODIAC

Mercury (Gemini) / Neptune (Pisces) / Uranus (Aquarius)

ESSENCE
Spirit (that which moves through all things) / Cosmic Energy
Breath of Life, the Vital Principle or Life-Giving principle / Life (that which animates things by infusing spirit into matter)
evolution or transcendence of Tona (destiny at birth) by Nahual (guiding power of transformation) [see also BEN]

spirit which thrusts itself out of form, travelling like pollen from flower to flower / catalyzing current / Wind / Air
expansion and bursting out of New Life / that which expands boundaries
Inspiration

Polarity (as the framework upon which physical reality is based and experienced)
Division (movement created by polarity) / Diversification (created by the replicating iteration of the basic polarity)

aspiration and evolution of spirit toward the wholeness of reunion / 'Panche Be' (from Maya: 'seeking the root of truth')

MANIFESTATION
air / wind / breath / breathing (as the process of inhalation and exhalation)
human voice as the vehicle for prayers, stories, songs, ...
meditation / yoga

expansion as the experience of something unknown, the realization that there is more that exists beyond the boundaries we create
pushing beyond accepted beliefs / revelations / strangeness
considering new possibilities / experimentation, considering doing something different or unusual / variation, alternation
receiving inspiration / new thoughts & ideas [see also EB, MEN, KABAN]
message carried from far away [see also EB]

movement of intelligence within the mind / natural flow of the thought process [see also KABAN]
speech [see also KABAN] / impact of the spoken & written word / verbal & written communication / exchange of ideas
flow of communications vs breakdown of communications
learning & teaching
writing / alphabet

polarization vs integration / diversification vs unification / division vs alliance / attraction vs repulsion

unexpected, unpredictable, unseen forces / burst / release / strong / violent / wild
violent intrusion, something that penetrates a boundary by force / destructive force knocking down boundaries
impulses, actions or behaviors that seem out of character or out of control / anger, rage, ...
social-political disturbance such as revolution, insurrection, ...
frenzy, fury, ...

restlessness / instability, fickleness / erraticism, scatteredness [see also LAMAT, CHUWEN]
impulsiveness [see also MULUK, OK] / adaptability, changeability [see also MULUK] / indecisiveness

oxygenation vs asphyxiation / clean air vs air pollution [see also MULUK]
refresh [see also EB, KAWAK]
air movement / turbulence, blustery weather / storm, cyclone / flood, landslide [see also CHICCHAN, MULUK, CAUAC]

SHADOW
belief in the illusion of separation / feeling separated from the Source / believing that divinity is outside oneself
separateness-related issues (perpetuated by fear & judgment - manifesting as anger, sorrow, despair, guilt)

abandonment or betrayal issues (leading to the feeling of being locked in a prison of density & forgetfulness)
alienation

close-mindedness vs open-mindedness
judgment stemming from cultural or religious norms leading to polarization / feeling constrained by forms & idioms
not recognizing or accepting the truth present in all forms / distortion of the truth
paranoia

restlessness / instability, fickleness / erraticism, scatteredness [see also LAMAT, CHUWEN]
nervousness / mental breakdown
superficiality

stagnancy (and resulting need to 'clear the air') vs constant movement
leaving situations for Spirit to resolve

ASSOCIATION
PATRON

Ehecatl (aspect of Quetzalcoatl): wind god [Aztec] [see also CHIKCHAN, BEN]

MYTHOLOGY / CONCEPT

wind god, wind spirit / Spirit [from Latin 'spiritus': 'spirit' or 'breath'], that which moves through all things

CONCEPT

atmosphere [from Sanskrit 'atmen': 'breath'] / breath / oxygen

PHENOMENA

air

CONCEPT

soul, spirit, consciousness

CONCEPT

Teyolia (soul state and animating principle) residing in the heart - gives shape to a person's sensibilities and thinking patterns [Aztec] [see also KABAN]

CONCEPT

Pneuma [Greek] or Prana [Sanskrit], 'sacred breath', the Life-Giving principle

OTHER

ritual smoke (e.g. Native American sacred pipe ritual) / prayer / feather (as symbols of the function of transcendence)

CONCEPT

Word of God [see also KABAN]

CONCEPT

Tona (destiny at birth) & Nahual (guiding power of transformation)

CALENDAR

Tzolkin, the 260-day Sacred Cycle [Mesoamerica]

MYTHOLOGY

Prometheus as procreator of mankind & promulgator of culture [Greek]

MYTHOLOGY

myth of the Fall

SYMBOL

Tree of Life [see also BEN]

FLORA

tree [see also BEN]

SYMBOL

Tau Cross (as window, doorway, opening)

SYMBOL

spiral (as center of creation, whirlwind, evolutionary process) [see also EB]

NUMBER

2 (as basic polarity) [see also ETZ'NAB] / 3 (as activating principle) [see also AK'BAL]

